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indeed, any subject, is taught in such a way that the pupil
learns to respect its methods, is there a reasonable chance
that the training acquired from the study of that subject
will be transferred to the affairs of everyday life. It seems,
then, to come back to the old story of standards—held
and approved by a child's community and slowly adopted
and, it is hoped, improved by him.
In all subjects when reasoning is necessary and a judge-
ment must be reached, it is the class that must reason, it
is the class that must reconsider its judgement and apply
it. Never should pupils become a passive audience to a
teacher who carries out all the processes.
Partly because there is still far too much importance
attached to results, children very frequently memorize the
steps of an argument that they cannot properly follow since
they have not had the necessary experience to enable them
to see why certain facts have lien considered, others
ignored; why certain applications are dubbed important,
others trivial. Thus a girl of thirteen who had just been
taken to see Blenheim Castle gave as one of the most
important results of Marlborough's wars, that he bad been
given Blenheim Castle, She had, of course, learnt the list
of results from her history book and as the wars meant as
little to her as they would to Hecuba, and Blenheim on
a summer's day meant much, she made her own selection.
Her history mistress reproached her for a * trivial mind'
which worried her considerably and helped to make ber
feel history was a subject she could not * do *. Sticb an
experience would be impossible to a girl in a modern school
where the history teaching was good. As a child in tae
lower forms her zeal for stories, for acting and for con-
structive work would have sent her to books to find ad-
venture and to help her with her historical play or pageant.
Later she would have been given a simple soisrce book aad
encouraged not only to find out as much about the life of
the period as possible, btit also helped to see how tiie

